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Rethinking Egocentric Bias: A Computer Mouse-Tracking Study of
Adult Belief Processing

Richard J. O’Connor, Andrew P. Lucas, and Kevin J. Riggs
Department of Psychology, University of Hull

Several theories of belief processing assume that processing another’s false belief requires overcoming an
egocentric bias toward one’s current knowledge. The current evidence in support of this claim, however,
is limited. In order to investigate the presence of egocentric bias in adult belief processing, computer
mouse tracking was used across three experiments to measure attraction toward response options reflecting
one’s current knowledge while reporting a false belief. Participants viewed scenarios in which an agent
either had a true belief or a false belief about the location of a set of keys. Participants used a mouse to answer
reality questions “where are the keys currently hidden?” and belief questions “where does she think the keys
are?” Mouse-tracking measures indexing attraction toward response options during decision making were
measured, along with time taken to make a response and accuracy. Experiment 1 found no evidence, in
any measures, that participants showed a bias toward their own knowledge when reporting another’s
false belief. Experiment 2 investigated whether differences in event timings between true belief and false
belief scenarios in Experiment 1 masked an egocentric bias. Experiment 3 investigated whether the lack
of egocentric bias could be explained by participants prioritizing encoding the other’s beliefs. Neither fol-
low-up experiment found evidence supporting the presence of an egocentric bias. Overall, contrary to many
theories of belief processing, our results suggest that adults are readily able to process other people’s beliefs
without having to overcome a default bias toward their own knowledge.

Public Significance Statement
Older children and adults are able to infer what other people believe. A number of theoretical accounts of
this ability claim that to infer the false belief of another person (e.g., she thinks the keys are in the red
cup, when I know that they are in the blue cup) requires overcoming an egocentric bias toward one’s own
knowledge. We tested this claim across three experiments and found no evidence that young adults are
egocentrically biased when reporting another’s false belief. Instead of best being described as “egocen-
tric creatures,” with a default bias toward our own knowledge, our results suggest that as adults we are
just as sensitive to the differing beliefs of other people as we are to our own.
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The egocentrism of young children on theory of mind tasks is well-
known: Until around 4 years of age, when asked to report on the belief
of an agent that differs from their own, children respond based on their
own belief instead. It has also been claimed that adults, despite having a

fully developed theory of mind, show evidence of being egocentrically
biased, often assuming that other people share our perceptions and
knowledge about the world, sometimes incorrectly (e.g., Apperly
et al., 2010; Fischhoff, 1975; Ghrear et al., 2016; Keysar et al.,
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2003). This appears to be the case with adults even on very simple the-
ory of mind tasks, such as those modeled on the classic developmental
false belief task (e.g., Birch & Bloom, 2007; Sommerville et al., 2013).
The view that humans are “egocentric creatures,” demonstrating ego-
centric bias across the lifespan, is one held by many theory of mind
researchers and is prominent in many cognitive theories of belief pro-
cessing (e.g., Epley et al., 2004; Farrar & Ostojić, 2018; Friedman &
Leslie, 2004; Leslie & Polizzi, 1998; Tamir & Mitchell, 2013; L.
Wang & Leslie, 2016).
However, the data and interpretations supporting egocentric bias in

adults deserve reappraisal. First, clarity is needed on what exactly
explains “egocentric” errors. Second, many of the studies claiming
to show egocentric bias in adult belief processing do not provide suf-
ficient evidence, either due to nonreplicable results, available alterna-
tive explanations, or methods that do not directly measure egocentric
bias. In the studies reported here we use a novel method—computer
mouse tracking—that is capable of directly measuring egocentric
bias while participants report another agent’s false belief.

Causes of Egocentric Bias in Adults

Although adults are capable of inferring that another agent has a
perspective or a belief that is different from their own, they often fail
to make use of this ability in ongoing tasks, such as when inferring
the referent of another’s statement (e.g., in the widely used director
task: Apperly et al., 2010; Keysar et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2010;
J. J. Wang et al., 2020). Such behavior suggests a type of egocen-
trism: Adults may simply fail to appreciate the relevance of another
person’s mental state to the task at hand.
This suggestion can be contrasted with the claim that even when

we deliberately employ theory of mind reasoning, we still need to
overcome an egocentric bias (L. Wang & Leslie, 2016). For exam-
ple, “anchor and adjustment” accounts (Epley et al., 2004; Farrar
& Ostojić, 2018; Tamir & Mitchell, 2013) suggest that when adopt-
ing another person’s perspective adults first use their own mental
state as an anchor and then adjust away from this egocentric position.
Where adults fail to make sufficient adjustment away from this
default attribution of one’s own mental state, this results in an ego-
centric bias. In a different account of belief processing, Leslie and
colleagues propose an innate Theory-of-Mind module that automat-
ically generates candidate beliefs (e.g., Friedman & Leslie, 2004;
Leslie & Polizzi, 1998; L. Wang & Leslie, 2016). Among the possi-
ble beliefs generated is one’s own salient true belief, which requires
suppression when attributing a false belief to another.
There are, however, some accounts of belief processing do not

assume an egocentric bias. For example, Rubio-Fernández and col-
leagues (e.g., Rubio-Fernández, 2017; Rubio-Fernández et al.,
2019) have suggested that adults rapidly and accurately attribute
beliefs to others without one’s own knowledge necessarily interfering
in this process (see alsoKampis& Southgate, 2020). It is worth noting
that both Rubio-Fernández and Leslie claim there is automaticity of
belief processing. Thus, the question of whether there is an egocentric
bias in adult belief processing is not, therefore, one of automaticity.
The key difference between accounts such as that of Leslie and
Rubio-Fernández—and the focus of the present study—is whether
one’s own knowledge necessarily interferes when processing anoth-
er’s false belief. If overcoming egocentric bias is inherent to false
belief processing, then when adults deliberately employ theory of
mind reasoning to report another’s false belief, their responses should

show evidence of egocentric bias. Yet, despite the centrality of ego-
centric bias to several theories of belief attribution, it is not clear
that this prediction is supported by current data.

Measuring Egocentric Bias in Adults: The Sandbox Task
and the Curse of Knowledge Task

Two highly cited and widely used tasks have been claimed to dem-
onstrate evidence of egocentric bias: the sandbox task (Sommerville et
al., 2013) and the curse of knowledge task (Birch & Bloom, 2007).
Within each of these, adults are presented with an unexpected transfer
false belief task. An agent first hides an object in one location and then
in the agent’s absence the object is moved to a second location. In the
sandbox task, participants are asked to indicate where the protagonist
will look for the object in a continuous array of undifferentiated space,
following a delay of up to 45 s between participants seeing the events
and giving their response. In the curse of knowledge task, participants
judge the probability as towhere the agent will look for the object first
across four containers.

In the sandbox task, adults display a tendency to indicate that the
agent will search at a location that is closer to where the participant
knows the object is currently located, relative to a control memory
question in which participants indicatewhere the object was first hid-
den (Bernstein, 2021; Bernstein et al., 2017; Coburn et al., 2015;
Sommerville et al., 2013). In the curse of knowledge task, adults
attribute a higher probability that the agent will search for the object
in the container where the participant knows the object is hidden, rel-
ative to a control “ignorance” condition in which the participant
knows that the object has been moved, but does not know its final
location (Birch & Bloom, 2007; Converse et al., 2008; Farrar &
Ostojić, 2018; Sassenrath et al., 2013; Todd et al., 2011).

The reliability of both of these tasks, however, has been called into
question. Ryskin and Brown-Schmidt (2014) and Samuel (2023)
both failed to replicate the original findings of the curse of knowl-
edge task across several highly powered experiments. The original
sandbox task effects have also failed to replicate (Samuel et al.,
2018). Furthermore, it is not clear that performance on that task is
best explained by egocentric bias. In Bernstein (2021), adults display
a bimodal pattern of responding on both experimental (belief) and
control (memory) trials (see Figure A1 of Bernstein, 2021).
Responses cluster around both the original location of the object
(the correct answer for both belief and memory questions) and the
current location of the object (the incorrect answer for both ques-
tions). Responses close to the incorrect answer are typically not
excluded—they are treated as extremely biased attempts to give
the correct answer, rather than incorrect answers.1 Participants, how-
ever, might be more likely to get the belief question wrong compared
to the memory question for a reason other than egocentric bias: The
belief question simply requires more information to be recalled (both
where the object was first hidden and whether the agent saw it
being moved) and an additional inference (predicting the agent’s
behavior). The memory question only requires the first piece of

1 Removing any participant who gave an incorrect answer (14 in. or more
away from the correct answer) and reanalysing the data fromBernstein (2021)
in fact results in egocentric bias scores in the adult (18–64 year) group to no
longer be significant (mean difference between memory and belief trials
= .46 in.), t(171)= 1.44, p= .15, suggesting that incorrect answers drive
the egocentric bias effect on this task.
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information to be recalled and no further inference. These differing
demands, and not egocentric bias, could result in more incorrect
answers to the belief question.

Reaction Time (RT) Studies and Egocentric Bias

RT studies, however, have reliably produced evidence that is at least
minimally consistent with an egocentric bias. Across a range of tasks
adults take longer to report, or validate a statement about, an agent’s
false belief compared to statements about: current reality; one’s own
belief; or the agent’s true belief. This is consistentwith the claim that pro-
cessing a false belief involves overcoming a bias toward one’s own
knowledge.
However, it is critical to note that a longer RTwhen reporting a false

belief compared to either current reality, one’s own belief or an agent’s
true belief is not sufficient evidence for egocentric bias. First, compar-
ing responses to questions about reality or one’s own belief to
responses to questions about another agent’s false belief confounds
the presence of egocentric bias with a difference in question type
(e.g., belief/reality). It has been found that even in situations where par-
ticipants report on an agent’s true belief—a response with no require-
ment to overcome an egocentric bias—participants are slower to report
the belief of the agent compared to reality (Back & Apperly, 2010) or
their own belief (Bradford et al., 2018; Meert et al., 2017). Second,
comparing responses to questions about the belief of an agent where
that belief is either true or false confounds egocentric bias with repre-
sentational congruency. Scenarios in which an agent has a false belief
necessarily involve an incongruency between reality and the agent’s
belief, but not so if the agent has a true belief. Simply processing
two incongruent representations could increase RTs, independent of
whether adults are egocentrically biased toward their own representa-
tion of events (Rubio-Fernández, 2017). Indeed, participants are often
slower to report current reality or their own belief—responses that do
not involve overcoming an egocentric bias—following scenarios in
which an agent has a false belief compared to those in which the
agent has a true belief (e.g., Back & Apperly, 2010; Schuwerk,
Döhnel, et al., 2014; Schuwerk, Schecklmann, et al., 2014).
The minimum evidence for the presence of egocentric bias is

therefore an interaction between question type (belief/reality or the
participant’s own belief) and belief scenario (true/false). In such a
2× 2 design, egocentric bias should only be present when reporting
the agent’s belief on a false belief scenario. There is no egocentric
bias to overcome when reporting the true belief of another (their
belief will be consistent with one’s own) or when reporting current
reality (or one’s own belief) in either true or false belief scenarios.
Interestingly, however, in the RT studies reported above that have

used such a design, researchers have typically not found evidence for
such an interaction. Back and Apperly (2010) report only a main
effect of question (other belief. reality questions) and a main effect
of scenario (false belief. true belief), with no evidence for an inter-
action in either RTs or error rates. Schuwerk and colleagues report
only a main effect of scenario (false belief. true belief), and
again no interaction, in either RTs or error rates (Schuwerk,
Döhnel et al., 2014; Schuwerk, Schecklmann et al., 2014). Meert
et al. (2017) did report an interaction between question and scenario
in the expected direction for an egocentric bias effect, but this inter-
action was only present for error rates.
One possibility for why the tasks above do not reliably demonstrate

evidence for egocentric bias is that while they measure accuracy and

RT, they do not directly measure attraction toward one’s own knowl-
edge while the response is being made (see also Dale et al., 2018).
Paradigms that do measure attraction while participants report a
false belief may be better placed to reveal egocentric bias.

Measures of Attraction During Belief Processing: Eye
Tracking and Mouse Tracking

A number of eye-tracking studies have measured where adults
look while they watch unexpected-transfer false belief sequences
to see if where an agent believes an object is attracts more attention
relative to the object’s actual location. Several studies demonstrate
that prior to answering a question about the agent’s belief, or in
the absence of any questions or instructions to focus on the agent’s
belief, participants display anticipatory looking toward the location
where the agent believes the object to be (e.g., Ferguson et al., 2010,
2015; Low&Watts, 2013; Rubio-Fernández, 2017; Schneider et al.,
2012; Senju et al., 2009). While the aim of these studies is typically
not to investigate egocentric bias per se, but rather to investigate the
extent towhich belief processing occurs spontaneously or even auto-
matically, some authors have interpreted these anticipatory looking
data as evidence against the presence of egocentric bias. Such antic-
ipatory looking has been interpreted as evidence that adults can rap-
idly and accurately infer the belief of another agent without any
default attentional bias toward where one knows the object to be
(Rubio-Fernández, 2017).

There are, however, problems with such an interpretation of eye-
tracking data, and with the use of eye tracking more broadly as a
measure of egocentric bias. First, there have been a number of fail-
ures to replicate key anticipatory-looking findings in adults
(Burnside et al., 2018; Kulke et al., 2018; Poulin-Dubois et al.,
2018). Indeed, some studies (e.g., Ferguson & Breheny, 2012; L.
Wang & Leslie, 2016) have claimed that looking behavior during
false belief sequences reveals an egocentric bias, with the actual
location of the object competing for attention as much as the
“false belief” location.

Second, a fundamental challenge against using eye-tracking data to
investigate egocentric bias is that participants’ eye movements may not
reflect the cognitive processes involved in explicitly reporting the
agent’s false belief. Young children’s looking behavior demonstrates
a sensitivity to the false beliefs of others, despite these children display-
ing “egocentric” errors when asked to verbally report that agent’s false
belief (Baillargeon et al., 2010). Furthermore, adults take longer and
make more errors to report a false belief compared to a true belief on
the exact same tasks where their eye movements show correct anticipa-
tion of another’s false belief (Ferguson et al., 2015; Rubio-Fernández,
2017). Such dissociations between participants’ eye movements and
the responses they give when reporting another’s false belief suggest
that eye-tracking captures an implicit belief processing that is not sub-
ject to inhibitory demands (Baillargeon et al., 2010), and may reflect a
different type of social processing from that involved in reporting
another’s belief (e.g., Apperly&Butterfill, 2009; Low&Watts, 2013).

What is needed, therefore, is a measure of attraction to different
response options within the response itself when participants report
on another’s false belief. Computer mouse tracking provides such a
measure. Mouse tracking has been widely used in social cognition
research to investigate response competition across a diverse range
of domains (for reviews, see Freeman, 2018; Stillman et al.,
2018), including competition between egocentric and allocentric
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perspectives during spatial perspective-taking tasks (Duran et al.,
2011; Galati et al., 2019). In a typical mouse-tracking task, partici-
pants respond by moving a computer mouse from the bottom center
of the screen to select one of two responses located in the top-left and
top-right corners of the screen. The path the mouse takes as the par-
ticipant responds is recorded, along with temporal data such as the
time taken to initiate mouse movement and then make the response.
The greater the attraction of the nonselected response on a given trial,
the more the participant’s mouse path deviates toward it as theymake
their decision. This greater attraction is indexed by measures reflect-
ing the spatial characteristics of the mouse path, such as the maxi-
mum absolute deviation (MAD) toward the alternative response
from the ideal straight line between the start position and the final
position of the mouse (Freeman, 2018; Stillman et al., 2018).
The spatial measurements afforded by mouse tracking appear to

be more sensitive to differences in competition between response
options during a decision, relative to RT: It is not uncommon in
mouse-tracking studies for differences in spatial characteristics of
the mouse path to emerge between experimental conditions even
in the absence of any such differences in RT (e.g., Freeman &
Ambady, 2011; Golshaie & Incera, 2021; Wojnowicz et al., 2009;
see discussion in Stillman et al., 2018). Mouse tracking may there-
fore be able to provide a direct and sensitive measure of attraction
toward a response option reflecting one’s own knowledge whilst
reporting another agent’s false belief. We are aware of only one
study that used mouse tracking to investigate belief processing
(van der Wel et al., 2014). That study investigated whether the pres-
ence of another agent with a different belief regarding the location of
an object biased participants’ responses when reporting the actual
location of the object: It did not measure whether one’s own knowl-
edge biases responding when reporting another agent’s belief. The
present study therefore provides the first use of mouse tracking to
investigate the processes underlying explicit belief processing.

The Present Study

In three experiments, we used mouse tracking to directly measure
egocentric bias during adult belief processing. Participants watched
short videos in which a woman watched a man hide a set of keys in
one of two cups: a red cup or a blue cup. Theman then transferred the
keys to the other cup, either in the presence of the woman (“true
belief scenario”) or once she had left the room (“false belief sce-
nario”). At the end of each video, participants received one of two
experimental questions: a “reality” question (“Where are the keys
currently hidden?”) or a “belief” question (“Where does she think
the keys are?”). Participants answered by moving the mouse to select
one of two answers—“red” or “blue”—located in the top-left and
top-right corners of the screen.
Critically, it is only on the belief question following false belief

scenarios that the incorrect answer to the question reflects partici-
pant’s own knowledge of where the keys are currently hidden. On
reality questions following either scenario, and on belief questions
following the true belief scenarios, the correct answer is congruent
with the participant’s own knowledge. Therefore, if participant’s
show an attraction to response options reflecting their own knowl-
edge—an egocentric bias—while answering questions about
another agent’s belief, this would manifest as greater curvature
toward the incorrect answer (e.g., a greater MAD value) specifically
when answering belief questions following false belief scenarios.

Accounts proposing an egocentric bias in belief processing (e.g.,
Epley et al., 2004; Farrar & Ostojić, 2018; Friedman & Leslie,
2004; Leslie & Polizzi, 1998; Tamir & Mitchell, 2013; L. Wang
& Leslie, 2016) would therefore predict a question by scenario inter-
action effect upon measurements of mouse-path curvature, specifi-
cally a greater difference between belief and reality questions
following false belief scenarios compared to true belief scenarios.
Accounts denying the presence of such an egocentric bias (e.g.,
Rubio-Fernández, 2017) would not predict such an interaction.

Experiment 1

Participants watched videos of a man transfer keys from one col-
ored cup to another. A woman either saw this transfer (true belief
scenarios) or was out of the room when the transfer took place
(false belief scenarios) but returned before the end of the video.
At the end of each video participants were asked to respond to either
a belief question, a reality question or a filler question (see below).
Participants were not told that the task was about belief processing
or that they should deliberately pay attention to where the woman
thinks the keys are.

Method

Transparency and Openness

The preregistration of the design and analysis plan for this exper-
iment can be found at https://aspredicted.org/er5k9.pdf. All data and
analysis code are available at https://researchbox.org/1024. Research
materials are available from the authors upon request.

Participants

Following the recommendations of Brysbaert (2019), a minimum
sample size of 75 was determined to have at least 80% power to detect
an interaction, with appropriate post hoc tests, on a 2× 2
repeated-measures design where one factor has an effect of dz=
0.50 at one level of the second factor, but is absent at the second level.2

Eighty-three participants completed the study, with a final sample
of 76 participants after exclusions (see below). Participants were
asked to report their gender, choosing from the following response
options: “prefer not to say,” “nonbinary or other identity,” “male,”
and “female.”Of the final sample, 24 identified as male and 52 iden-
tified as female. Participants’ mean age was 27.4 years (SD= 9.6
years). Sixty-nine were ordinarily right handed and seven were ordi-
narily left handed, though all confirmed they normally used the com-
puter mouse with their right hand. All had normal or corrected to
normal vision, and all were fluent speakers of English. Participants
were all recruited from the local university community. All partici-
pants were tested in accordance with procedures approved by the
Faculty of Health Sciences Ethics Committee at the University of

2 That is, as would be predicted by an egocentric bias: as egocentric bias is
present only on belief questions on the false belief scenarios, egocentric bias
should generate a difference between belief and reality questions on false
belief scenarios, but not on true belief scenarios. The use of dz= 0.50 is
based on dav= 0.40, the recommended estimate of the smallest effect size
of interest by Brysbaert (2019), when r≥ .68. Calculations of ICC2 from
pilot data indicated that all measurements were above that minimum level
of reliability, both across and within conditions.
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Hull, and were compensated for their time with course credits, or a
£12 Amazon voucher.

Stimuli and Apparatus

The experiment was run in MouseTracker (Freeman & Ambady,
2010), on a Windows 10 desktop. Stimuli were presented on a 24′′

monitor at 1,920× 1,080 pixels resolution, with a 60 Hz refresh
rate. Participants gave their responses with a generic USB
mouse, with mouse x- and y-coordinates polled at a minimum of
60 Hz. As is recommended for mouse tracking (e.g., Kieslich et
al., 2020), the mouse cursor speed was reduced, set at 50% of
the native Windows maximum speed with mouse acceleration
disabled.
Video stimuli were created by filming untrained actors, one male,

one female, perform unexpected transfer theory of mind sequences,
modeled on those used by Back and Apperly (2010). In every
video, the two actors sat across from each other at a table on
which there were a set of keys, a red cup and a blue cup. The actors
wore either a red or a blue polo shirt. In each video (see Figure 1 for
a schematic of the video sequences) the male actor first put the keys
in one cup and then the female actor left the room. In false belief
scenarios, the male actor then moved the keys to the second cup,
and then the female actor returned. In true-belief scenarios, the
female actor returned and then the male actor moved the keys to
the second cup.
Eight different videos were created per scenario (false belief/

true belief) by manipulating which cup the keys were hid in first
(red or blue), which cup was closest to the female actor (red or
blue), and which color shirt the female actor wore (red or blue—
the male actor always wore the opposite color shirt), generating
16 videos overall. In order to maximize the number of trials partic-
ipants completed, videos were played at twice their original speed.
All videos were 20 s in duration and were shown at 960× 540 pix-
els at 25 fps.

Design

The experiment used a 2× 2 repeated-measures design in which,
on experimental trials, participants answered either “belief” or
“reality” questions after watching either a true belief scenario or
a false belief scenario. Belief questions always asked participants
to report where the female actor believed the keys were located,
while reality questions asked participants to report where the
keys were currently hidden. In order to prevent participants from
anticipating the response they needed to give while watching the
video, and to reduce the likelihood that they would strategically
prioritize tracking the female actor’s belief, participants also
answered filler questions (for similar approaches, see Back &
Apperly, 2010; Schuwerk, Döhnel et al., 2014; Schuwerk,
Schecklmann et al., 2014). Questions on these filler trials asked
participants to report either the color of the shirt of the male or
female actor (red or blue) or the color of the cup closest to the
male or female actor. On these trials, the colors of the actors’ shirts
and the cups on the table changed to white for the final frame, so
that participants were required to respond from memory.
Across 128 trials, delivered in two blocks of 64 trials, partici-

pants answered 32 belief questions (16 following false belief sce-
narios, 16 following true belief scenarios), 32 reality questions

(16 following false belief scenarios, 16 following true belief sce-
narios) and 64 filler questions (32 following false belief scenarios,
32 following true belief scenarios). All 16 videos appeared four
times in each block, once with a belief question, once with a reality
question and twice with a filler question, with randomized presen-
tation of videos and questions within each block. For each video,
the correct answer was always 50% “red” and 50% “blue,” and
thus unpredictable for participants.

Procedure

Each trial began by presenting participants with a start button,
sized 384× 108 pixels and positioned flush with the bottom of
the screen, centered around the midline, and two response boxes,
sized 480× 270 pixels and positioned flush with the top left and
top right corners of the screen. One response box was colored red
and the other box colored blue: which box was blue and which
box was red was held constant for a participant across the experiment
and counterbalanced across participants.

After participants clicked the start button a central fixation cross
was presented for 750 ms, followed by a video. At the end of the
video the final frame remained on-screen. Below the final frame, a
question appeared in 18pt font (see Figure 1). The two experimental
questions were “Where does she think the keys are?” and “Where are
the keys currently hidden?” (belief and reality, respectively), control-
ling for similar character length (34 and 36 characters, respectively).
Filler trial questions were: “Which cup is nearest to her/him?” and
“What shirt is he/she wearing?” with the gender of the target actor
changing from trial to trial. When the question appeared, the
mouse cursor position was reset to the bottom center of the screen.
Participants gave their answer on each trial by clicking on one of
the two response boxes with the mouse.

Participants were instructed to start moving the mouse as soon as
the question appeared on-screen, even if they were not yet certain of
the answer they were going to give. This instruction is common and
best practice in mouse-tracking methodology, as it is needed to
ensure that participants are moving the mouse while they are making
their decision (Freeman & Ambady, 2010; Kieslich et al., 2020). If
participants did not initiate a mouse movement within 1,000 ms a
warning message appeared on-screen, after they had given their
response, instructing them that they needed to start moving earlier,
even if they were not yet entirely sure of their response. The use
of a 1,000 ms initiation time-cut was based on RTs for responses
to belief and reality questions on previous studies with similar
designs and stimuli (Apperly et al., 2006; Back & Apperly, 2010;
Cohen et al., 2015; Cohen & German, 2009, 2010). In those studies,
typical condition means were greater than 2,000ms, and no condi-
tion mean fell below 1,200 ms. It was therefore considered unlikely
that in the present study participants would be able read the question
and make their decision within 1,000 ms. Movements initiated
within 1,000 ms were therefore likely to reflect ongoing decision
making.

Participants first completed six practice trials, containing one of
each question type (belief, reality, and filler questions about the
shirt or cup closest to the male or female actor). Whether the belief
question in the practice followed a false belief or true belief scenario
was counterbalanced across participants. Participants received feed-
back on their accuracy, along with any initiation time (IT) warnings
as described above. If a participant made errors or triggered the IT
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warning more than three times on the six practice trials they com-
pleted the practice a second time. Following the practice, partici-
pants then completed the main experiment. Participants did not
receive feedback on their accuracy in the main experiment, but
still received the IT warnings where necessary. Participants were
given the opportunity for a break after the first block of 64 trials.
In total, participants took around 60 min to complete the full study.

Measures, Data Processing, and Exclusions

Response accuracy was recorded on each trial. The degree of attrac-
tion toward the nonselected response option on each trial was mea-
sured by the following three spatial characteristics of the mouse
path (see Figure 2): “MAD,” measuring the distance between the
point of maximum deviation of the response trajectory away from
the idealized straight line response; “area under curve” (AUC),

measuring the area bounded by the trial’s response trajectory and an
idealized straight line response from start to target; and “path length”
(PL), measuring the total length of the response trajectory, from trial
start to trial end. Greater attraction to the unselected response is asso-
ciated with greater values of MAD, AUC, and PL (Freeman &
Ambady, 2010). While these different spatial measures are not inde-
pendent of each other, we preregistered multiple spatial measures in
order to check that any effects are not limited to the specific measure
used. All three measures are widely used in mouse tracking research,
with no current agreed best practice on which specific measure to
report. For a discussion of this issue from our prior mouse-tracking
research, in which we replicated the phonological cohort effect, see
Lucas (2021).The following temporal characteristics of each response
were also calculated: IT, measuring the time taken to initiate the first
movement of the mouse, measured from the point at which the ques-
tion appeared; and “response time” (RT), measuring the time taken

Figure 1
Video Scenario Sequences and Question Screen

Note. Panel A: Event structure of video sequences used for false belief and true belief scenarios.
The hiding location of the keys was counterbalanced between videos (see text for details). Panel B:
Question screen (here using the belief question) as displayed to participants at the end of each trial.
The location of the red (top left) and blue (top right) response boxes was counterbalanced between
participants (see text for details). See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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from the point of this first movement to the time when participants
clicked on a response box.3

Trial-by-trial mouse-tracking datawere processed in the following
preregistered steps, using the mousetrap package (Wulff et al., 2021)
for R, Version 4.2.2 (R Core Team, 2022; see also analysis script at
https://researchbox.org/1024). First, responses to filler trials and all
trials with an incorrect response were removed. Mouse-path trajecto-
ries were spatially normalized (start points aligned to (0, 0) and end
points to (8, 9)—appropriate for a 16× 9 widescreen display), and
remapped to the right-hand side of the screen. ITs were calculated,
and any trial with an IT greater than 1,000 ms were excluded. The
period prior to participants initiating movement, but subsequent to
them clicking the start button (i.e., when the mouse was therefore
stationary at the (0, 0) position), was removed from the trajectories
data. Trajectories were time normalized (each trajectory divided
into 101 bins of equal temporal duration) on a trial-by-trial basis,
and MAD, AUC, PL, and RT calculated per trial. Any trial with a
measurement of MAD, AUC, PL, IT,4 or RT that was above or
below three SD of the participant overall mean across experimental
conditions was then excluded. Finally, participants (n= 7) with
fewer than eight trials (i.e., 50%) remaining in any condition were
excluded. For the final analyzed sample, 4,331 trials remained (out
of a maximum of 4,864). On average, each participant contributed
56.9 trials, out of a maximum of 64 (89.0%).

Results

For ease of exposition, we report analyses for error rates, MAD, IT,
and RT only. The data for these can be seen in Figures 3, 5, 6, and 7.
Mouse-path trajectories, illustrating the overall shape of participant
responses, can be seen in Figure 4. Other preregistered analyses (of
AUC, PL, and analyses of x- and y-coordinates over time) are reported
in the online supplemental materials. Our decision to report MAD

specifically was guided by evidence that MADmay be more sensitive
to competition effects involving an initial attraction to the incorrect
response option (Maldonado et al., 2019), as predicted by the presence
of egocentric bias. In any case, the analyses in the online supplemental
materials report the same pattern of effects as those given below.

For temporal and spatial measures, 2× 2 repeated-measures anal-
yses of variance (ANOVAs) with the factors question (belief, reality)
and scenario (false belief, true belief) were computed, followed
where appropriate by post hoc paired-samples t-tests with
Bonferroni correction (α= .0125). Error data, however, were ana-
lyzed using mixed-effect logistic regression, instead of the preregis-
tered ANOVA, given concerns raised by two anonymous reviewers
regarding the suitability of ANOVA for such data (Jaeger, 2008).
Models contained the fixed effects of question, scenario and their
interaction, and a maximal random effects structure of random par-
ticipant intercepts and random participant slopes for both main fixed
effects and their interaction. We simplified the random effects only
when the maximal structure failed to converge or resulted in singu-
larity errors. Models were simplified by first removing random effect
correlations and then the random slopewith the lowest estimated var-
iance, as necessary until the model converged (Barr et al., 2013).
Final model equations can be found in the analysis script. Note
that we did not include random item effects when building the max-
imal random effects structure. “Items” in our study correspond to the
specific videos presented to participants. Other than the differences
according to the fixed effect of scenario (false belief or true belief
scenario videos), videos only otherwise varied on incidental factors
such as the color of the shirt worn by each actor, as outlined above.
There was no a priori reason to believe that these factors would result
in interitem variability in the number of errors participants made on
experimental questions. We confirmed this by attempting to add ran-
dom item intercepts to the final models: These models failed to con-
verge due to variability being too low for the item random effect. In
all models we used deviation coding (−1, 1) for the effects of ques-
tion and scenario, such that positive coefficients for question reflect
more errors on belief compared to reality questions, and positive
coefficients for scenario reflect more errors in false belief compared
to true belief scenarios. Models were built using the glmer function
in the lme4 package in R (Bates et al., 2015).

In all analyses, evidence for egocentric bias would have been indi-
cated by a question× scenario interaction, driven by more erroneous
responding, longer RTs, and/or greater curvature toward the incor-
rect answer (a greater MAD value) on belief questions compared
to reality questions, specifically on the false belief scenario.
Where we failed to find evidence for such an interaction, we further
used Bayesian directional t-tests comparing mean differences
(Morey & Rouder, 2011) to assess the extent to which our data sup-
ported the null hypothesis over the specific directional interaction

Figure 2
Spatial Measures Used to Record Attraction to the Incorrect Answer

Note. Here, the left response option is the incorrect answer.MADmeasures
the distance between the point of maximum deviation of the response trajec-
tory away from the idealized straight-line response (here, the length of the
magenta/dark gray line). AUC measures the area bounded by the trial’s
response trajectory and the idealized straight-line response from start to tar-
get (here, the turquoise/light gray shaded area). PL measures the total length
of the response trajectory, from trial start to trial end (here, the total length of
the black line). MAD=maximum absolute deviation; AUC= area under
curve; PL= path length. See the online article for the color version of this
figure.

3 It should be noted that the measurement of RT reported here is therefore
different from typical reaction time measures. The overall reaction time on a
trial is equal to the sum of IT and RT. While is it debatable how comparable
mouse-tracking reaction times are to standard button-press reaction times (see
Stillman et al., 2018), descriptive statistics and analysis of this overall reac-
tion time measure, or “time to target,” are reported in the online supplemental
materials.

4 It should be noted that due to an oversight in the preregistration, we did
not originally list IT among the measures on which we would exclude based
on three SD above/below the participant mean.
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predicted by egocentric bias (i.e., that the difference between belief
and reality questions would be greater in the false belief scenarios
compared to true belief scenarios). For errors, in order to maintain
comparability with the above logistic regression analyses, the
mean number of errors per condition were first transformed to a
logistic scale using the empirical logit transformation.
Bayes Factors reported below were calculated using the Bayes

Factor package (Morey & Rouder, 2022) in R using a default
one-sided (positive values only) Cauchy distributed prior cen-
tered at zero with a width of .707. This corresponds to a prior
probability of 50% that the effect size lies between 0 and .707,
with positive values reflecting a greater difference between belief
and reality questions in false belief scenarios compared to true
belief scenarios. We also provide sensitivity analyses in the
online supplemental materials demonstrating that the calculated
Bayes factors are robust: In all cases, our data continue to support
the null hypothesis across a range of reasonable prior widths. We
also calculated Bayes factors using a nonparametric Bayesian
Wilcoxon signed-rank test in JASP (JASP Team, 2020); in all
cases results from the parametric and nonparametric analyses
converged. While these Bayesian analyses were not preregistered,
their inclusion, as suggested by an anonymous reviewer, allow an
appropriate interpretation of any null hypothesis significance test-
ing failures to find evidence for egocentric bias.

Errors

Mixed-model logistic regression revealed a significant main effect
of question (coefficient= 0.40, SE= 0.12, z= 3.38, p, .001) and

scenario (coefficient= 1.31, SE= 0.19, z= 7.04, p, .001), but no
significant interaction (coefficient=−0.23, SE= 0.13, z=−1.72,
p= .085).5 More errors were made on belief questions compared to
reality questions, and more errors were made on false belief scenarios
compared to true belief scenarios. Bayesian analysis of empirical logit
transformed mean errors found that the null hypothesis was 4.0 times
more likely than the alternative hypothesis (that the difference in errors
between belief and reality questions was greater in the false belief sce-
narios than in the true belief scenarios).

Spatial Data—MAD

ANOVA showed significant main effects of question, F(1, 75)=
7.85, p= .006, ηg2= .008, and scenario, F(1, 75)= 16.1, p, .001,
ηg
2= .011, as well as a significant interaction, F(1, 75)= 4.56,

p= .036, ηg
2= .003. Post hoc t-tests revealed that this interaction

was driven by a significant difference between belief and reality
responses in the true belief scenarios, t(75)= 5.11, p, .001, d=
0.586, with greater attraction toward the incorrect answer on belief
compared to reality questions. This pattern was not observed in
the false belief scenarios, where there was no significant difference
between question types, t(75)= 0.650, p= .518, d= 0.075 (see
Figure 5). Therefore, the interaction was in the opposite direction
to that predicted by the presence of an egocentric bias. Bayesian
analysis of the mean differences found that the null hypothesis

Figure 3
Error Data in Experiments 1–3

Note. Boxes indicate 25th–75th percentile (IQR), with the middle line indicating the median. The
whiskers indicate+1.5 IQR. Each ring/cross is an individual participant’s mean. The black dot indicates
the condition mean, with error bars representing 95% CI (i.e., 1.96 SE). IQR= interquartile range; CI =
confidence interval. See the online article for the color version of this figure.

5 This matched the results of the preregistered ANOVA performed on
untransformed mean errors, which also found main effects of question and
scenario but no significant interaction.
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was 23.7 times more likely than the alternative hypothesis (that the
difference in MAD between belief and reality questions was greater
in the false belief scenarios than in the true belief scenarios).
As is recommended practice for analyzing mouse-tracking data

(Freeman & Dale, 2013), Hartigans’ dip statistic (HDS), which
tests for bimodality of responses, was computed for each spatial
measure per condition. There was no evidence that the data were
bimodally distributed (all ps≥ .432).

Temporal Data

ANOVA for IT showed no significant main effect of question,
F(1, 75)= 2.54, p= .115, ηg

2, .001, or scenario, F(1, 75)= 2.06,

p= .156, ηg2, .001. There was no significant interaction, F(1,
75)= 0.451, p= .504, ηg

2, .001.
For RT there was a significant main effect of question, F(1, 75)=

44.3, p, .001, ηg
2= .011, and scenario, F(1, 75)= 58.0, p, .001,

ηg
2= .012, but no significant interaction, F(1, 75)= 0.798,

p= .374, ηg
2, .001. Belief questions took longer to respond to

than reality questions, and false belief scenarios took longer to
respond to than true belief scenarios. Bayesian analysis of the
mean differences found that the null hypothesis was 14.1 times
more likely than the alternative hypothesis (that the difference in
RT between belief and reality questions was greater in the false
belief scenarios than in the true belief scenarios).

Exploratory Analyses: Performance on First Trials and
First Half of the Experiment

Our analyses of performance across all trials found no evidence of
the interaction predicted by the presence of egocentric bias.
However, it is possible, as suggested by an anonymous reviewer,
that participants may have shown evidence of egocentric bias in ear-
lier trials and then changed their performance as they adapted to the
repeated presentation of the videos and questions. Additional explor-
atory analyses, reported in the online supplemental materials, did not
support this suggestion. We conducted analyses of (a) the very first
trial for each condition; (b) trials from the first half only; and (c) anal-
yses of all trials with experiment half—whether trials came from the
first or second half—included as an additional factor. There was no
evidence of egocentric bias on participant’s very first trial for each
condition, although we also failed to find any consistent significant
main effects (likely due to low power). Analysis of trials from the
first half of the experiment only did not find evidence of egocentric
bias either, but did find significant main effects of question and sce-
nario. Finally, analysis of trials from both the first and second half
together, with experiment half as an additional factor, did not find
any evidence that experiment half interacted with either effects of
question or scenario.

Discussion

If participants are egocentrically biased during belief processing,
then answering false belief questions should involve overcoming an
initial attraction toward the incorrect answer on our task. One would
therefore predict an interaction between question and scenario, such
that differences between belief and reality questions (greater MAD,
and slower and less accurate responding) would be greater following
false belief scenarios compared to true belief scenarios. Experiment
1 failed to find any evidence in support of this prediction in any of
the recorded measures.

For errors and RT, we observed two main effects of question and
scenario, but no interaction. Participants made more errors and
responded slower to belief questions not only in false belief scenar-
ios, but also in true belief scenarios—where the agent’s belief was
congruent with the participant’s. Similarly, participants made
more errors and responded slower to questions following false belief
scenarios, but this was true when responding to questions about cur-
rent reality as well as questions about beliefs. This pattern of two
main effects for error and RT data is consistent with that seen in
the RT study of Back and Apperly (2010). Wewill return to interpre-
tations of these effects in the General Discussion section.

Figure 4
Mouse Path Trajectories in Experiments 1–3

Note. All trajectories are remapped such that the correct answer is on the
right. In the case of the false belief : belief condition, the incorrect answer
(the left response option) reflects participants’ own knowledge of the loca-
tion of the keys. For all other conditions, the correct answer (the right
response option) reflects participants’ own knowledge of the location of
the keys. Ribbons indicate+ 1 SE in the x-position around a particular
time bin. Lines indicate the condition mean trajectory, collapsed across sub-
jects. See the online article for the color version of the figure.
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In contrast to RT studies, the use of mouse tracking allowed us to
directly measure attraction toward the incorrect answer during par-
ticipant decision making. In our spatial measure of attraction
(MAD) we observed an interaction between question and scenario,
but in the opposite direction to that predicted by egocentric bias:
While participants showed greater attraction toward the incorrect
answer (greater MAD) on belief questions compared to reality ques-
tions following true belief scenarios, they did not show a significant
difference between question types following false belief scenarios.
Thus, there was no evidence that one’s own knowledge was partic-
ularly salient for participants when reporting another agent’s belief.
A possible concern, however, is that by the end of the false belief

scenarios the participant’s representation of where the keys are hid-
den may not have been particularly salient. Note that in response to
reality questions, participants showed greater attraction toward the
incorrect answer in false belief compared to true belief scenarios,
along with more errors and longer RTs (see Figures 3, 5, and 7).
One possibility is that participants were more uncertain as to
where the keys were hidden in false belief scenarios relative to
true belief scenarios. If so, this could explain why participants did
not display any evidence of egocentric bias: Their knowledge of
the final location of the keys in false belief scenarios may not have
been salient enough to have biased belief processing.
Why might participants have been less certain regarding the final

location of the keys in false belief compared to true belief scenarios?
One possibility is that while false belief and true belief scenarios
lasted the same overall length of time, they differed in when the
question probe appeared relative to the final hiding of the keys. In

true belief scenarios, the question probe occurred approximately
2 s after the switch of location, and that switch was the final event
in the scenario. In false belief scenarios, however, the female
agent returned to the room after the switch prior to the question
probe appearing, leading to a delay of approximately 6 s between
the switch and the question. This difference in timing, and the inter-
ruption of the female agent returning to the room, could have dis-
rupted participants’ representation of where the keys were hidden,
to the extent that egocentric bias was not observed.

Furthermore, it is possible that in Experiment 1—and in Back
and Apperly (2010), which also used similarly structured event
sequences—the above difference in the relative timing of events
between scenarios could explain the overall effects of scenario
observed in those studies. The processing of events, particularly the
location of the hidden object, could have been more disrupted in gene-
ral in false belief compared to true belief scenarios, resulting in less
accurate andmore effortful responding. In Experiment 2, we addressed
this possible explanation of both the failure to find evidence for ego-
centric bias and the observed effects of scenario in Experiment 1.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 2, participants completed the same task as
Experiment 1 using the same stimuli. However, in the false belief
scenarios the question probe now appeared once the keys were
moved to the second cup, before the female actor came back into
the room. Thus, the question probe occurred when the final location
of the keys was maximally salient for participants—immediately

Figure 5
MAD Data in Experiments 1–3

Note. Boxes indicate 25th–75th percentile (IQR), with the middle line indicating the median. The
whiskers indicate+1.5 IQR. Each ring/cross is an individual participant’s mean. The black dot indicates
the condition mean, with error bars representing 95% CI (i.e., 1.96 SE). MAD=maximum absolute
deviation; IQR= interquartile range; CI= confidence interval. See the online article for the color ver-
sion of this figure.
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after they had just observed them being hidden. By probing at this
moment in the false belief scenarios, Experiment 2 was arguably bet-
ter placed than Experiment 1 to detect the presence of egocentric
bias in belief processing. If in Experiment 2 we still found no evi-
dence for the specific interaction predicted by egocentric bias—rep-
licating the null findings of Experiment 1—then this would provide
strong evidence against the claim that adults need to overcome an
egocentric bias when reporting another’s false belief.
In addition, the timing of the question probe relative to the final

movement of the keys in Experiment 2 was now the same in the
false belief and true belief scenarios. If the effects of scenario
observed in Experiment 1 on error rate, RT and MAD were caused
by a difference between scenarios in the relative timing of the ques-
tion probes, then one would predict an absence of such scenario
effects in Experiment 2.

Method

Transparency and Openness

The preregistration of the design and analysis plan for this exper-
iment can be found at https://aspredicted.org/9wi54.pdf.6 All data
and analysis code are available at https://researchbox.org/1024.
Research materials are available from the authors upon request.

Participants

As reported above in Experiment 1, following the recommendations
of Brysbaert (2019) a minimum sample size of 75 was determined to
have at least 80% power to detect the relevant 2× 2 interaction

indicative of egocentric bias. Eighty-two participants completed
the study, with a final sample of 76 participants after exclusions
(see below). Participants were asked to report their gender with
the same response options as in Experiment 1. Of the final sample,
23 identified as male and 53 identified as female. Participants’
mean age was 26.3 years (SD= 7.9 years). Sixty-eight were ordi-
narily right-handed, and eight were ordinarily left handed, though
all confirmed they normally used the computer mouse with their
right hand. All had normal or corrected to normal vision and
were fluent speakers of English. Participants were all recruited
from the local University community. Ethical oversight and remu-
neration was the same as in Experiment 1.

Stimuli and Apparatus

Stimuli and apparatus were the same as those in Experiment 1 but
with one difference. Instead of controlling for overall length of the
videos as in Experiment 1 (where videos in both false belief and
true belief scenarios were 20 s long), in Experiment 2 we standard-
ized the timing of the question probe. The probe now occurred
immediately after the keys were transferred to the second cup in
both false belief and true belief scenarios. The true belief scenario

Figure 6
IT Data in Experiments 1–3

Note. Boxes indicate 25th–75th percentile (IQR), with the middle line indicating the median. The
whiskers indicate+1.5 IQR. Each ring/cross is an individual participant’s mean. The black dot indicates
the condition mean, with error bars representing 95% CI (i.e., 1.96 SE). IT= initiation time; IQR=
interquartile range; CI= confidence interval. See the online article for the color version of this figure.

6 It should be noted that Experiments 2 and 3 were planned contemporane-
ously but completed in the opposite order to that reported here, as can be seen
by the timestamps on the preregistrations: Experiment 3 was in fact com-
pleted before Experiment 2. While we believe that presenting these two
experiments in this order provides a more logical structure for the reader,
we provide this note for full transparency.
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videos were thus the same as in Experiment 1, but the false belief
scenario videos were trimmed to 14 s long, such that the video
ended (and the question probed appeared) at the point when the
male actor had completed placing the keys in the second cup.

Design and Procedure

The design and procedure were the same as in Experiment 1.

Mouse-Tracking Data Processing and Exclusions

Data processing procedures were the same as in Experiment 1. Raw
data from 82 participants was collected but six participants were elim-
inated due to low trial counts (less than 50% in one or more condi-
tions). This gave a final sample of 76 participants, who contributed
4,460 trials in total out of a maximum of 4,864. On average, each par-
ticipant contributed 58.7 trials out of a maximum of 64 (91.7%).

Results

As in Experiment 1, we report analyses for error rates, MAD, IT,
and RT only. Data for these can be seen in Figures 3, 5, 6, and 7, and
mouse-path trajectories in Figure 4. Other preregistered analyses are
reported in the online supplemental materials and show the same pat-
tern of effects as below.

Errors

Mixed-model logistic regression revealed a significant main effect
of scenario only (coefficient= .41, SE= 0.18, z= 2.25, p= .024),

with more errors made on false belief scenarios compared to true
belief scenarios. There was no significant main effect of question
(coefficient= .27, SE= 0.18, z= 1.48, p= .14), and no significant
interaction coefficient=−.27, SE= 0.19, z=−1.40, p= .16).7

Bayesian analysis of empirical logit transformed mean errors
found that the null hypothesis was 20.2 times more likely than the
alternative hypothesis (that the difference in errors between belief
and reality questions was greater in the false belief scenarios than
in the true belief scenarios).

Spatial Data—MAD

ANOVA revealedmain effects of question,F(1, 75)= 31.3, p, .001,
ηg
2= .023, and scenario, F(1, 75)= 8.52, p= .005, ηg

2= .007, but
no significant interaction, F(1, 75)= 0.501, p= .481, ηg

2, .001.
Participants showed greater attraction toward the incorrect answer on
belief compared to reality questions, and on false belief compared to
true belief scenarios. Bayesian analysis of the mean differences found
that the null hypothesis was 12.7 times more likely than the alternative
hypothesis (that the difference in MAD between belief and reality ques-
tions was greater in the false belief scenarios than in the true belief sce-
narios). HDS was computed for each spatial measure per condition and

Figure 7
RT Data in Experiments 1–3

Note. Boxes indicate 25th–75th percentile (IQR), with the middle line indicating the median. The
whiskers indicate+1.5 IQR. Each ring/cross is an individual participant’s mean. The black dot indicates
the condition mean, with error bars representing 95% CI (i.e., 1.96 SE). RT= response time; IQR=
interquartile range; CI= confidence interval. See the online article for the color version of this figure.

7 This differed from the results of the preregistered ANOVA performed on
untransformed mean errors, which found a significant main effect of ques-
tion, F(1, 75)= 6.38, p= .014, ηg

2= .014, but not scenario, F(1, 75)=
3.04, p= .085, ηg

2= .005. However, the ANOVA analysis also found no sig-
nificant interaction, F(1, 75)= 2.50, p= .118, ηg

2= .006: Both analyses were
therefore consistent with regards to a lack of any evidence for egocentric bias.
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found no evidence that the data were bimodally distributed (all
ps≥ .213).

Temporal Data

ANOVA on IT revealed a significant main effect of scenario,
F(1, 75)= 92.7, p, .001, ηg

2= .071, but no significant main effect
of question, F(1, 75)= 1.79, p= .186, ηg

2, .001, or a significant
interaction, F(1, 75)= 1.30, p= .258, ηg

2, .001. Participants
were slower to initiate their first mouse movement following the
question probe on false belief scenarios compared to true belief
scenarios.
For RT, ANOVA found a significant main effect of question,

F(1, 75)= 56.2, p, .001, ηg
2= .021, but no significant main effect

of scenario, F(1, 75)= 2.03, p= .159, ηg
2, .001, or a significant

interaction, F(1, 75)= 1.18, p= .281, ηg
2, .001. Participants

were slower to respond to belief questions compared to reality
questions. Bayesian analysis of the mean differences found that
the null hypothesis was 15.5 times more likely than the alternative
hypothesis (that the difference in RT between belief and reality
questions was greater in the false belief scenarios than in the true
belief scenarios).

Exploratory Analyses: Performance on First Trials and
First Half of the Experiment

As for Experiment 1, in the online supplemental materials, we
report additional exploratory analyses of (a) the first trial for each
condition; (b) trials from the first half only; and (c) analyses of all
trials with experiment half included as an additional factor. As in
Experiment 1, there were no consistent main effects and no evidence
of egocentric bias on participant’s very first trial for each condition.
Analysis of trials from the first half of the experiment only did not
find any evidence of egocentric bias, but did find significant main
effects of question and scenario. Finally, there was again no evi-
dence that experiment half interacted with either effects of question
or scenario.

Discussion

As in Experiment 1, in Experiment 2 we once again did not find
any evidence in support of egocentric bias in belief processing. The
critical scenario by question interaction was not observed in any
measure. Even when probing at the time point when participants’
representation of the actual location of the keys should have been
maximally salient—immediately following their hiding—there
was no evidence that participants’ own knowledge biased their
responses when reporting the false belief of another agent.
Attraction toward the incorrect answer during responding was

affected by main effects of both question and scenario: Participants
displayed greater MAD when responding to belief questions com-
pared to reality questions, and greater MAD following false belief
compared to true belief scenarios. There was no evidence that
responding to a belief question, specifically following a false belief
scenario, resulted in any greater attraction toward the incorrect answer
beyond the sum of the two main effects. Furthermore, as well as the
main effect of scenario on MAD, participants also showed a main
effect of scenario on the temporal characteristics of their responses,
albeit in their IT as opposed to RT as seen in Experiment
1. Therefore, the effects of scenario observed in Experiment 1 cannot

be completely explained by differences in the relative timing of the
question probe: Controlling for those differences in Experiment 2
did not completely remove the scenario effects on the spatial and tem-
poral characteristics of participants’ responses. We will consider pos-
sible explanations for the effects of scenario and question observed in
Experiments 1 and 2 in the General Discussion section.

Overall, Experiment 2 replicated the null findings of Experiment
1: Across two well-powered experiments using the same paradigm
we failed to observe evidence in any measures for the specific inter-
action predicted by the presence of egocentric bias. While this null
result was consistent across both experiments, there were some dif-
ferences in the patterns of significance of the main effects of ques-
tion and scenario between the two experiments. One concern,
raised by an anonymous reviewer, is that if our paradigm and mea-
sures cannot robustly elicit main effects of question and/or sce-
nario, then we would be unlikely to observe an interaction of
these two factors.

We address this concern with additional data from an online
study using the same paradigm and stimuli as Experiment 1, in
which we found consistent main effects of question and scenario
across our key measures. This study is reported in full in online
supplemental material 2. This study was powered to detect main
effects (n= 27, providing 80% power to detect main effects with
an effect size of dz= 0.40), and demonstrated significant main
effects for both question and scenario for errors, RT and MAD
(all p, .017). In all cases, these effects were in the same direction
as those seen in Experiments 1 and 2. Participants showed more
errors, longer RTs and greater MAD for belief questions compared
to reality questions, and for false belief scenarios compared to true
belief scenarios. Our paradigm and measures are therefore capable
of robustly eliciting main effects of question and scenario. The fail-
ure to observe the interaction predicted by egocentric bias in
Experiments 1 and 2 cannot be explained by a lack of such
robustness.

Instead, a different concern with our paradigm is that participants
could have realized that the belief questions were particularly diffi-
cult to answer relative to the reality questions. This may have led
them to strategically prioritize encoding the female actor’s belief
while watching the videos. If participants were deliberately prioritiz-
ing belief processing then they may have strategically controlled any
egocentric bias while watching the videos themselves. This might
explain why egocentric bias was not observed in their subsequent
responses to the question probes. In Experiment 3 we addressed
this explanation.

Experiment 3

In Experiment 3, participants completed the same task as
Experiments 1 and 2 but were under the instruction to deliberately
pay attention to the female actor’s belief about the location of the
keys throughout the videos. This instruction manipulation has
been used in previous RT studies of belief processing (Apperly
et al., 2006; Back & Apperly, 2010). In those studies,
belief-instructed participants no longer showed any differences
in RTs between belief and reality questions compared to partici-
pants without such instructions (Apperly et al., 2006), or those dif-
ferences became reversed such that belief questions were easier to
respond to than reality questions (Back & Apperly, 2010). These
findings strongly suggest that participants do not deliberately
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prioritize encoding beliefs when watching similar events to those
used in our experiments, unless under specific instruction to do so.
If participants do spontaneously prioritize encoding beliefs when
watching such events, then one would not expect the belief
instruction manipulation to substantially change performance.
While these findings speak against the suggestion that our partic-
ipants had deliberately prioritized encoding beliefs in
Experiments 1 and 2, we considered it important to demonstrate
that the effects of manipulating belief instructions are seen with
our mouse-tracking paradigm, given that our experiments used
different stimuli, question probes and mode of responding to
those previous studies.
Experiment 3 used the same video stimuli as in Experiment 1, and

performance in Experiment 1 was compared against performance in
Experiment 3. If participants in Experiment 1 (and, by extension,
Experiment 2) were not deliberately prioritizing the encoding of
the female actor’s beliefs during the videos, then one would expect
to observe different behavioral patterns in Experiment 3 compared to
Experiment 1: Specifically, one would expect the effects of question
to be reduced or reversed (cf., Apperly et al., 2006; Back & Apperly,
2010). Conversely, if participants in Experiment 1 had prioritized
encoding beliefs while watching the videos, then one would expect
the effects of question observed in Experiment 1 to persist in
Experiment 3.

Method

Transparency and Openness

The preregistration of the design and analysis plan for this exper-
iment can be found at https://aspredicted.org/eq98n.pdf. All data and
analysis code are available at https://researchbox.org/1024. Research
materials are available from the authors upon request.

Participants

In order to allow a balanced comparison between Experiment 1
and Experiment 3, the same sample size (n= 76) was collected in
Experiment 3 as in Experiment 1. Given the effect sizes of the ques-
tion effects reported in Experiment 1 for RT andMAD (a main effect
of question on RT of dz≍0.61 and an effect of question on MAD
within the true belief scenario of dz= 0.59) and following the rec-
ommendations of Brysbaert (2019), this sample provided greater
than 90% power to detect the presence of the same question effects
within Experiment 3, and greater than 80% power to detect a signifi-
cant experiment× question interaction in a comparison between
Experiment 1 and Experiment 3 if those question effects were in
fact absent in Experiment 3.
Eighty-five participants completed the study, with a final sample

of 76 participants after exclusions (see below). Participants were
asked to report their gender with the same response options as in
Experiment 1. Of the final sample, 34 identified as male and 42
identified as female. Participants’ mean age was 28.2 years
(SD= 10.9 years). Sixty-nine were ordinarily right handed and
seven were ordinarily left handed, though all confirmed they nor-
mally used the computer mouse with their right hand. All had nor-
mal or corrected to normal vision and all were fluent English
speakers. Participants were all recruited from the local University
community. Remuneration was exactly the same as in Experiment
1, as were the ethical procedures.

Stimuli and Apparatus

All stimuli and apparatus were the same as in Experiment 1.
However, one change was made to the filler question trials. In
Experiment 1 on filler question trials the shirts and cups werewhitened-
out on the final frame of the video when the question was asked. This
was done to ensure that participants were responding from memory,
with the aim that including questions on different elements of the
videowould reduce the likelihood that participants deliberately encoded
the female actor’s beliefs while watching the video. In Experiment 3,
however, it was imperative that participants deliberately engaged in
belief processing while watching the videos. Therefore we did not
whiten these stimuli on filler trials—when the question was asked
they appeared in full color as in the video. These filler trials were still
included so that participants could not simply anticipate the response
that they would be required to give on every video.

Design and Procedure

The design and procedurewere the same as in Experiment 1, other
than the following changes. First, participants were told that the task
was about belief processing. They were instructed to keep in mind
the belief of the agent with respect to the location of the keys as
they watched the videos. On the six practice trials participants
were asked two reality and two belief questions, one of each for
each scenario, plus two filler questions. Participants’ understanding
of the task—that they had to pay attention to the female actor’s belief
on every trial, even though they were not always asked about her
belief—was checked during the practice.

During the main experiment in each block of 64 trials participants
received four randomly timed on-screen reminders instructing them that
they needed to pay attention to the female actor’s belief on every trial.
After the first 64 trials, and again at the end of the experiment, participants
were presented with the following on-screen manipulation-check ques-
tion: “Did you pay attention to where the female character thinks the
keys are hidden on every, or nearly every, video?” Participants could
answer either “yes” or “no,” using the computer mouse.

Mouse-Tracking Data Processing and Exclusions

Four participants who did not answer “yes” to the above manipu-
lation checks were excluded from the final sample. One further par-
ticipant was removed after visual inspection of their mouse paths
revealed that they had understood the task differently to all other par-
ticipants.8 For the remaining participants, data processing and exclu-
sions were the same as in Experiment 1.9 Four participants were

8 On every single trial this participant first moved the mouse to the
response box reflecting the agent’s belief, and then moved to the correct
answer for the actual question probe (where necessary). This pattern was
not seen in any other participant.

9 It should be noted that we originally preregistered that participants who
made more than one error on belief questions in either false belief or true
belief scenarios would also be excluded. However, for the data reported
here we have not included that exclusion criteria for the following reasons:
(a) Using a different exclusion criteria to Experiment 1 could arguably inval-
idate the comparisons between the two experiment. (b) During testing, it was
noticed that using that exclusion criteria was resulting in a high number of
exclusions (23/85), with consequences for the resourcing of the study. (c)
In any case, analyses based on that preregistered exclusion criteria produced
the same overall pattern of results as those reported below.
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excluded due to low trial counts (less than 50% of trials in one or
more conditions) after trial exclusions. This gave a final sample of
76 participants who contributed 4,446 trials in total out of a maxi-
mum of 4,864. On average, each participant contributed 58.5 trials
out of a maximum of 64 (91.4%).

Results

As in Experiment 1, we report analyses for error rates, MAD, IT,
and RT only. Data for these can be seen in Figures 3, 5, 6, and 7, and
mouse-path trajectories in Figure 4. Other preregistered analyses are
reported in the online supplemental materials and show the same pat-
tern of effects as below.

Errors

Mixed-model logistic regression revealed a significant main effect
of scenario only (coefficient= 0.79, SE= 0.12, z= 6.67, p, .001),
with more errors made on false belief scenarios compared to true
belief scenarios. There was no significant main effect of question
(coefficient= 0.16, SE= 0.12, z= 1.29, p= .20), and no significant
interaction (coefficient=−0.22, SE= 0.12, z=−1.86, p= .068).10

Spatial Data—MAD

ANOVA revealed significant main effects of both question,
F(1, 75)= 8.41, p= .005, ηg

2 = .009, and scenario, F(1, 75)=
44.9, p, .001, ηg

2 = .052, qualified by a significant interaction,
F(1, 75)= 17.7, p, .001, ηg

2 = .017. This interaction was due
to responses to reality questions showing greater attraction
toward the incorrect answer than responses to belief questions
in the false belief scenarios only, t(75)= 3.74, p, .001, d=
0.429. In the true belief scenarios, there was no significant differ-
ence between questions, t(75)= 1.72, p= .089, d= 0.198. HDS
was computed for each spatial measure per condition and found
no evidence that the data were bimodally distributed (all
ps≥ .243).

Temporal Data

ANOVA on IT revealed a significant main effect of scenario,
F(1, 75)= 14.5, p, .001, ηg

2 = .004. Participants took longer
to initiate their first movement on false belief compared to true
belief scenarios. There was no significant main effect of ques-
tion, F(1, 75)= 0.011, p= .918, ηg

2 , .001, and no significant
interaction, F(1, 75)= 1.78, p= .186, ηg

2 , .001.
For RT therewas no significant main effect of question,F(1, 75)=

3.09, p= .083, ηg
2, .001. There was a significant main effect of sce-

nario, F(1, 75)= 97.7, p, .001, ηg
2= .035, qualified by a significant

interaction, F(1, 75)= 20.2, p, .001, ηg
2= .005. This interaction

was due to participants taking longer to respond to reality questions
compared to belief questions in the false belief scenarios only,
t(75)= 3.85, p, .001, d= 0.442. In the true belief scenarios there
was no significant difference, after Bonferroni correction
(α= .025), between questions, t(75)=−2.02, p= .047, d= 0.231.

Comparison of Experiments 1 and 3

Across the measures reported above, participants in Experiment 3
showed a different pattern of performance to those in Experiment

1. In order to assess whether these differences across experiments
were themselves statistically significant, in the online supplemental
materials we report full analyses of Experiment 1 and 3 together,
with experiment (Experiment 1, Experiment 3) included as an addi-
tional factor. If experiment interacted with effects of question, this
would indicate that the instruction to participants in Experiment 3
to attend to beliefs indeed changed participants’ performance.

For both MAD and RT, these analyses found significant three-way
interactions of experiment× scenario× question. Follow-up analyses
of experiment and question effects within each scenario separately
found significant experiment× question interactions in both false
belief and true belief scenarios. For MAD, whereas in Experiment 1
in false belief scenarios participants showed no significant difference
in attraction toward the incorrect answer between belief and reality
questions, in Experiment 3 participants showed more attraction on
reality compared to belief questions. In Experiment 1 in true belief
scenarios participants showed greater attraction on belief compared
to reality questions, but in Experiment 3 no significant difference in
attraction between questions was observed. For RT, in Experiment 1
in both false belief and true belief scenarios participants took longer
to respond to belief compared to reality questions. However, in
Experiment 3 participants took longer to respond to reality compared
to belief questions in false belief scenarios, and showed no significant
difference in RT between question types in true belief scenarios.
Analyses of errors and IT found no significant interactions of experi-
ment with any other factor.

Discussion

Experiment 3 tested whether instructing participants to pay atten-
tion to the female actor’s beliefs would result in different patterns of
performance compared to Experiment 1. Recall that in Experiment
1, participants made more errors and took longer to respond to belief
questions compared to reality questions. They also showed greater
attraction toward the incorrect answer (greater MAD) when respond-
ing to belief questions compared to reality questions in true belief
scenarios, but not in false belief scenarios.

In Experiment 3, however, those effects of question in true belief
scenarios were no longer significant. In false belief scenarios, partic-
ipants made more errors, took longer to respond, and showed more
attraction toward the incorrect answer on reality questions. This pat-
tern can be explained as follows: When attending to beliefs, the con-
tent of the female actor’s belief (e.g., the keys are in the red cup) is
incongruent with the required response only on reality questions fol-
lowing false belief scenarios (the keys are in the blue cup). Participants
therefore experience greater competition in this particular condition,
resulting in the observed pattern of effects. The reversal of the ques-
tion effect matches data from Back and Apperly (2010) where partic-
ipants also found answering reality questionsmore difficult than belief
questions following false belief scenarios, when instructed to attend to
beliefs.

Experiment 3 therefore rules out a possible explanation for why
no effects of egocentric bias were observed in Experiments 1 and
2: That participants had been strategically prioritizing encod-
ing the female agent’s beliefs. Had they been, then one would

10 This matched the results of the preregistered ANOVA performed on
untransformed mean errors, which also found a significant main effect of sce-
nario and no other effects.
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have predicted the same pattern of effects in Experiment 3 as
Experiment 1.

General Discussion

We failed to find any evidence for egocentric bias when partici-
pants ascribed false beliefs to another. In both Experiment 1 and
Experiment 2 there was no evidence for an interaction between ques-
tion and scenario, such that the cost of answering a belief versus a
reality question was greater in false belief scenarios compared to
true belief scenarios, as predicted by accounts that claim we have
to overcome egocentric bias when reporting another’s false belief
(e.g., Epley et al., 2004; Farrar & Ostojić, 2018; Friedman &
Leslie, 2004; Leslie & Polizzi, 1998; Tamir & Mitchell, 2013; L.
Wang & Leslie, 2016). In both experiments the cost of answering
a belief question compared to a reality question was also observed
in true belief scenarios—where the agent shared the same belief as
the participant—with no evidence that this cost was greater in
false belief scenarios. Furthermore, our data consistently supported
the null hypothesis over the prediction that any differences between
question types would be greater in false belief compared to true
belief scenarios. Experiment 3 ruled out one explanation for our fail-
ure to observe egocentric bias: That participants in Experiments 1
and 2 deliberately prioritized encoding beliefs while watching the
videos. Participants under instruction to deliberately attend to the
female actor’s beliefs in Experiment 3 showed different patterns of
performance to those in the other two experiments.
Another explanation of our failure to observe the interaction pre-

dicted by egocentric bias, raised by an anonymous reviewer, is that
our mouse-tracking measures of attraction may not be reliable
enough to consistently detect the competition effects necessary to
detect egocentric bias. This is unlikely for several reasons. First,
our measures clearly are able to detect an interaction resulting
from a competition effect that occurs in one question by scenario
combination but not the other three: We observed exactly such an
interaction in Experiment 3. There, the instruction to attend to beliefs
results in an incongruency between the correct answer and the ongo-
ing belief processing on reality questions specifically following false
belief scenarios. That we observed a question by scenario interaction
on Experiment 3 provides a compelling positive control, or “sanity
check,” demonstrating that our methods are capable of detecting
such effects.11 Second, the results of the Bayesian analyses in
Experiments 1 and 2 suggest our data are not simply too noisy to dis-
criminate between null and alternate hypotheses: In all cases we
found consistent evidence in favor of the null over the specific inter-
action predicted by egocentric bias.
Finally, across Experiment 1, Experiment 2 and the additional

online study reported in the online supplemental materials we consis-
tently observed main effects of question and scenario. Participants
were generally less accurate, slower to respond and showed greater
attraction to the incorrect answer when answering questions about
another person’s beliefs compared to questions about current reality.
We also found main effects of scenario, with answers to questions
in true belief scenarios generally more accurate, faster to produce
and showing less attraction to the incorrect answer than answers to
questions in false belief scenarios. Our paradigm and measures are
capable of reliably demonstrating question and scenario effects, and
both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 were well-powered to detect
their interaction—a lack of reliability per se therefore cannot explain

the failure to observe the specific interaction predicted by egocentric
bias. We now turn to explanations of these effects of question and
scenario.

Explaining the Effects of Question

It is possible that incidental differences, such as linguistic com-
plexity, between the belief and reality question probes could explain
the main effects of question observed in Experiments 1 and 2. While
question character length was controlled for, perhaps questions
about belief states are just more difficult for participants to read
and understand, compared to questions about reality. The findings
of Experiment 3, however, make such an explanation unlikely.
When participants attended to beliefs while watching the videos,
they answered belief questions just as readily as reality questions.
This suggests that belief probes are not simply harder to read and
answer per se (see also this interpretation of the belief instruction
manipulation in Apperly et al., 2006; Back & Apperly, 2010).

Furthermore, previous RT studies that have (a) equated linguistic
complexity between belief and reality conditions (Apperly et al.,
2006), or (b) used nonlinguistic question probes (Back & Apperly,
2010), or (c) have used a “reality” probe that refers to the partici-
pant’s belief (i.e., “where do you think…” vs. “ where does she
think…,” Bradford et al., 2018; Meert et al., 2017),” also report
effects of question upon participant performance. Belief questions
have therefore consistently been found to be harder than reality ques-
tions across different types of scenarios, question probes and modes
of responding. Overall therefore, the question effects seen in
Experiments 1 and 2 are most likely the result of differences in
how belief and reality information is processed, rather than inciden-
tal differences in how participants respond to the specific question
probes used.

How might the processing of belief information be different from
reality processing? One explanation is that answering questions
about reality requires accessing information that has already been
encoded only, whereas answering belief questions also requires an
inference to be made over that information (Apperly et al., 2006;
Peterson & Riggs, 1999). In both our true belief and false belief sce-
narios, in order to report the agent’s belief, participants had to recall:
(a) the movement of the object; (b) whether the agent was present
when the object was moved; and (c) combine these two pieces of
information to infer what the agent believed. Responding to reality
questions only requires the first of the above steps, therefore explain-
ing their relative ease compared to belief questions. Note too that
these steps in belief processing need not involve any egocentric
bias toward assuming that others share one’s own belief, consistent
with the lack any evidence for egocentric bias in our data.

The question effects observed in our study further extend and rep-
licate the findings of previous RT studies using belief and reality
questions (Apperly, 2010; Apperly et al., 2006). Those authors

11 The reviewer also suggested that replication of an unrelated, but reliable,
mouse-tracking effect, such as the phonological cohort effect (Spivey et al.,
2005) might serve as such a “sanity check.” We have replicated that exact
effect multiple times in our lab using the same underlying participant popu-
lation as in the present studies (see Lucas, 2021). Given that with the same lab
set-up and participant pool we are able to detect that robust effect, it is there-
fore not the case that our failure to detect an egocentric bias effect here can be
explained by factors such as noisy or unreliable procedures, equipment, or
participants.
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also interpreted the cost of answering a belief question as reflecting
the nonautomaticity of belief processing: When required to respond
to belief questions, adults do not simply access a belief representa-
tion that was automatically encoded while watching the events
unfold. Furthermore, our data rule out an objection by Cohen and
German (2009) to that interpretation. Cohen and German objected
that when there is both an instruction to attend to reality information
(as in Apperly et al., 2006 and also Back & Apperly, 2010) and a
delay between the agent forming a belief and the question probe
appearing, automatically encoded belief information might decay
faster compared to the deliberately maintained reality information.
However, our participants in Experiments 1 and 2 were under no
instruction to attend to any particular information, and in our true
belief scenarios the question probe immediately followed the switch
of object location. We still observed differences between belief and
reality questions under these conditions on true belief scenarios—
that difference cannot be explained by Cohen and German’s
account. Overall, the question effects observed across multiple stud-
ies using different stimuli, task instructions, and means of respond-
ing provide converging evidence supporting the claim that adults do
not answer belief questions by accessing an automatically encoded
belief representation.

Explaining the Effects of Scenario

It should be noted, however, that even if beliefs are not processed
automatically, in general it still remains a possibility that participants
may have engaged in some form of belief-relevant processing while
watching our videos. Indeed, Experiments 1 and 2 provide evidence
that participants did process the false belief and true belief scenarios
differently. Across both experiments, effects of scenario were
observed for both reality and belief questions.
That these effects of scenario were observed on reality questions

implies that participants were processing some information relevant
to the agent’s beliefs whilewatching the scenarios. If participants did
not engage in any such processing, then it is difficult to explain why
responses to reality questions—that only involve recalling the final
location of the object—were affected by whether the agent had a
true or a false belief. We offer three possible explanations for this
effect of scenario: (a) Participants were occasionally, but spontane-
ously, processing the beliefs of the agent (Back & Apperly, 2010);
(b) they were processing the knowledge or ignorance of the agent
(Phillips et al., 2021); and (c) they were processing something
more akin to belief-like states (Apperly & Butterfill, 2009).
The first explanation, suggested by Back and Apperly (2010) to

account for the scenario effects seen in their RT study, is that, on
at least some trials, while watching the video participants spontane-
ously encoded the belief of the agent in parallel to encoding the loca-
tion of the object. In the case of false belief scenarios, this would
have resulted in participants maintaining two incongruent represen-
tations regarding the location of the object: the object’s actual loca-
tion and where the agent thinks it is (see also Rubio-Fernández,
2013, 2017). The processing of this incongruency per se may have
affected participants’ responses to both reality and belief questions,
resulting in slower responding, and more competition between
response options (as indexed by MAD) on false belief scenarios.
Evidence for such an effect of incongruency (i.e., the effect of

scenario) should not, however, be confused with evidence for egocen-
tric bias. Egocentric bias would predict that if participants were

maintaining two incongruent representations, the representation
reflecting participants’ own knowledge should be the most salient.
Therefore, the detriment encountered when answering questions fol-
lowing a false belief scenario should be greatest for belief questions
compared to reality questions (because on belief questions the incor-
rect answer reflects participants’ own knowledge, whereas on reality
questions the incorrect answer reflects the agent’s belief).
Answering belief questions should therefore amplify any effect of
incongruency (scenario) upon participants’ responses. This is not
what was observed in the spatial characteristics of participants’
responses: There was no evidence that the magnitude of the scenario
effect on MAD was larger for belief questions than for reality
questions.

What was observed Experiments 1 and 2, therefore, could at best
be described as a bidirectional effect of incongruency. If, on some
trials, participants were maintaining a representation of both the
agent’s belief and the actual location of the object, then the represen-
tation of the agent’s belief interfered with subsequent responding to
reality questions to the same extent as the representation of the
object’s actual location interfered with responding to belief ques-
tions. That the ongoing processing of another agent’s belief can
affect one’s own processing of reality—altercentric interference—
is widely attested in the theory of mind literature (e.g., Apperly et
al., 2008; Back & Apperly, 2010; Meert et al., 2017). The findings
here are therefore consistent with recent suggestions that rather than
best being characterized as “egocentric creatures,” humans in fact
regularly engage in altercentric cognition and display effects of alter-
centric interference across the lifespan (Kampis & Southgate, 2020).

The second explanation for the effects of scenario observed in
Experiments 1 and 2 is that participants processed some other rele-
vant aspect of the agent’s mental state, but not her beliefs. For exam-
ple, it has recently been argued that knowledge ascription is a more
basic and fundamental theory of mind process than belief ascription
and is likely to be automatic (Phillips et al., 2021). In false belief sce-
narios, the agent is ignorant of something that the participant
knows—the final location of the object. Simply processing events
in which another agent is ignorant of a relevant fact, without neces-
sarily representing what they believe, could come with a cognitive
cost compared to the true belief scenarios where both participant
and agent know the same things.

The final explanation is provided by the two-system account of
mindreading (Apperly & Butterfill, 2009; Butterfill & Apperly,
2013; Low et al., 2016). This account distinguishes between a
flexible-but-cognitively-demanding system that can support deliber-
ate, verbal reasoning about beliefs (System 2) and a limited-but-
efficient system that cannot process beliefs, but instead is capable of
tracking belief-like “registrations” (System 1). The question effects
observed in Experiments 1 and 2 may reflect the need to engage
System 2 in response to belief question probes, consistent with our
suggestions above. The scenario effects, however, may reflect the
automatic tracking of registrations—the encoding of where an agent
last encountered an object—by System 1. In false belief scenarios,
any such registration for the female actor’s encounter with the keys
will be incongruent with the reality of where the keys are located at
the end of the video. It will also be incongruent with any registration
for the male actor who hides the keys. This incongruency when track-
ing registrations, rather than an incongruency when processing a
belief, or costs associated with processing ignorance, may have
resulted in the effects of scenario.
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The two-system account suggests that at least some elements of
theory of mind processing are automatic, but denies that there is
automatic processing of beliefs. Given that our task was designed
to test for the presence of egocentric bias in explicit belief process-
ing, our data are not able to distinguish whether the observed sce-
nario effects are the result of automatic processes or not. Stronger
evidence for automaticity would be obtained if the effects of sce-
nario persisted even when participants did not have to answer ques-
tions about beliefs, and thus had no reason to engage in any form of
theory of mind processing while watching the videos (for examples
of such tasks, see Bardi et al., 2019; Kaddouri et al., 2020; Kovács et
al., 2010; Low et al., 2020; van der Wel et al., 2014; for debate
regarding the interpretation of such tasks see Heyes, 2014; Phillips
et al., 2015, 2021). Whether effects of scenario continue to be
seen in our task when belief questions are removed is open to future
research.

Reconsidering Egocentric Bias

While the exact nature of the processes underlying the question and
scenario effects observed in our studies is open to further debate and
research, we found no evidence supporting the presence of egocentric
bias in participants’ belief processing. While our results are therefore
inconsistent with theories of belief processing that emphasize the need
to overcome an egocentric bias as discussed above, our failure to find
evidence for egocentric bias is consistent with data from other studies
of belief processing (e.g., Back & Apperly, 2010; Schuwerk, Döhnel,
et al., 2014; Schuwerk, Schecklmann, et al., 2014), including those
that failed to replicate previous findings claiming to show evidence
of egocentric bias in adults (Ryskin & Brown-Schmidt, 2014;
Samuel, 2023; Samuel et al., 2018). More broadly, our findings are
consistent with the suggestion that adults are readily able to infer
and make use of other people’s mental states—for example, during
interactive communication—and are able to keep in mind both their
own and another’s beliefs without a necessary, default bias either
toward self or other (e.g., Kampis & Southgate, 2020; see also
Brown-Schmidt et al., 2008; Dale et al., 2018; Hanna et al., 2003;
Heller et al., 2008; Rubio-Fernández, 2013, 2017).

Constraints on Generality

We acknowledge, however, that our data are built upon a specific
task and target population: explicit belief processing in healthy
young adults on an unexpected-transfer false belief task. There is,
of course, very good reason for that: It is with exactly that type of
task and target population that others have claimed to demonstrate
evidence of egocentric bias (e.g., Birch & Bloom, 2007;
Sommerville et al., 2013). Nonetheless, it is plausible that different
populations, such as elderly adults (Bernstein et al., 2011), may be
more likely to demonstrate egocentric bias in belief processing. It
is also plausible that tasks with less straightforward scenarios in
which the other’s belief is more difficult to infer may be more likely
to result in egocentric belief attributions. However, such tasks may
face a challenge in discriminating between effects due to egocentric
bias in attempted belief processing and effects due to participants
simply not engaging in belief processing at all due to the task diffi-
culty (see the Causes of Egocentric Bias in Adults section above).
Finally, it is possible that neuroimaging techniques might reveal pro-
cesses indicative of egocentric bias in the absence of any such effects

upon behavioral measures such as RT and mouse tracking (Bricker,
2020). Neuroimaging studies to date, however, have typically not
used designs that cross question (belief v reality) with scenario
(false belief v true belief) such that egocentric bias effects can be
isolated within a given sample (e.g., Aichhorn et al., 2009; Liu et
al., 2004; Meinhardt et al., 2011; Mossad et al., 2016; Sommer et
al., 2007). Whether a lack of any egocentric bias effect continues
to be observed across a wider range of techniques and paradigms,
once appropriate designs are used, remains to be seen.

Conclusion

We used a mouse-tracking paradigm to directly measure the sali-
ence of one’s own knowledge while reporting the false belief of
another agent. We found no evidence that young adults are egocen-
trically biased on any measure of responding. Instead, participants’
responses suggest that beliefs in general are more effortful for par-
ticipants to report compared to reality, and that while participants
are sensitive to the incongruence between beliefs and reality in
false belief scenarios, they are not biased toward their representa-
tion of reality over their representation of another agents’ false
belief.
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